1.
When running, thoughts come and go
and disappear oten before I can solidify
them. I can only really hang onto a few
but it's liberating because it allows my
mind to leap from one thing to the next
by way of luidity. his brings an experi‐
ence of felt time or the sensation of time
passing. I can slide rhythmically from
the haptic to the elusive while passing
quickly through places and ambiences.
2.
To dissect is to slice something open, to
study the parts that make up a whole,
and to abstract what was there before.
It's an optical breaking up of various
bodies into fragments. To break open is
to know but also to shatter what was
there before. Dissection makes an index,
a category, a pixel, a crop, an image, a
distance, a relation, a mirror, and oten‐
times a "we'll do better next time."
3.
Intuition isn't just a gut feeling, it's a
questioning into something. It's an
emerging question that doesn't appear as
words. Oten you might not know when
an intuition manifests. hough many
supplementary questions and words low
along with the initial intuitive question,
it remains undisclosed. My actions and
my engagement with materials try to get
at this question. I trust intuition as a crit‐
ical device, to draw close to some inter‐
nal bleed or discover a new construction.
All the shaping, recording, reading,
cropping, stitching, strapping, circling,
running, writing, and dancing attempts
to uncover a question that oten feels
painfully buried; all I can feel when
standing on the heap is a tiny vibration,
barely alive or moving, slow like magma.
4.
he camera longingly panned each
room. In a watchful passive urgency, it
circled and gradually zoomed in on a
tree branch moving in the wind. It was
searching for Mei Xiang on the Smith‐
sonian's Panda Cam. It seemed to mis‐
take the moving tree branch for an ani‐
mal--it paused momentarily, unable to

ind the creatures. Maybe they had ig‐
ured out some way of getting around
without being spotted by the cameras,
refusing to be reduced to their visible at‐
tributes. his idealistic thought faded
when one of the pandas rolled into the
frame with a big hulk of bamboo and a
slow pan upwards revealed a line of peo‐
ple watching from behind a steel fence.
Seeing the three pandas waddle around
and eat bamboo is equally as boring and
thrilling as it sounds. he Panda Cam al‐
lows viewers to see the animals eating,
being cared for and moving through
their habitat. Viewers have watched Mei
Xiang care for her newborn cub ever
since she gave birth in 2013, during
which the zoo had roughly 847,000
clicks on the Panda Cam web page. he
multiple viewpoint cams lip from one to
the next, changing when no movement is
detected in the frame. hese cameras
were probably not pre-programed (run
autonomously) but were operated live by
people who would control the shiting
focus. his of course would make it
harder for the pandas to escape.
Apparently, there've been a number of
cases of people getting addicted to
watching the panda cams. In most of
these cases, those who've spoken out
have said that they either identify with
the caged panda's living situation or that
they feel personally devoted--having
watched momentous events such as the
birth of a baby panda. Every now and
then, when the government shuts down,
the panda cams dramatically go black.
Many of the dedicated viewers are pan‐
icked, as if the animals aren't being
looked ater, as though their care was
contingent on their own role as ob‐
servers. he zoo had to issue a statement
saying, "All the animals will continue to
be fed and cared for at the National Zoo.
A shutdown will not aﬀect the zoo's
commitment to the safety of staﬀ and the
standard excellence in animal care."

coat standing with hiking poles on a
snowy mountain. His head blocked the
sun, making his face diﬃcult to see. An‐
other was a far-away image of the side of
a mountain with a climber, barely visible
and attached by a rope. We took the pho‐
tos and taped them in a vertical se‐
quence on the wall of our studio. Over
the course of the summer, they began to
curl and repeatedly fall oﬀ onto the loor,
oten gaining a new piece of tape to resecure them to the wall. We found dis‐
tances between the igures within the
photos and noticed how they collapsed
into one distance--that being the one be‐
tween us and them. A month or so later,
I found myself with the image of the redcoat on the mountain again. I was con‐
templating his position more than ever.
Not only within the image, but who was
this red coated possible mountaineer?
And did I really care that much? Ater
screenshotting sections of the image, I
printed each one out on computer paper.
hey were blurry and when put together
made some kind of abstracted version of
the igure. My roommate had just moved
in and we were still getting to know each
other, getting to feel comfortable togeth‐
er. I asked if she would be willing to par‐
ticipate in a video. She agreed--with an
entirely understandable amount of hesi‐
tation. I wanted the image to hike
through our second-loor apartment,
from the front door and out the back
door. his needed to be somewhat of an
arduous task. I wanted to struggle with
something and unite the image and my‐
self through this journey. I copied the ac‐
tion of hiking in an eﬀort to provide my‐
self with a gratiication that was like
making it to the top of a mountain. I
taped the image onto my mattress, an
object that bends, bows, negotiates, and
supports. I asked my roommate to ilm
and focus only on the image on the mat‐
tress. As a trio, we moved through the
house, struggling to push and squeeze
the mattress up the stairs and through
doorways. I wore a matching red coat.

4.5
7.
W: Crises diﬀerentiate and interrupt the
everyday stream of information, mark‐
ing the temporarily invaluable from the
mundane and oﬀering users tastes of
real-time responsibility.
A: All over the world the beautiful red
breezes went on blowing hand in hand.
5.
I hear the words, "I'll be in touch!" very
oten over text, email, in person. I use
this phrase a lot. It comes with an air of
responsibility. Something implies a po‐
tential meeting, a reaching out, a deci‐
sion to make contact. It's also an exten‐
sion into the future, a promise to touch
and a possible holding.
6.
We found a few photos in a garbage can
on the street. One was of a igure in a red

Lincoln Woods, a nearby state park, will
be the stage for a piece with four partici‐
pants, led by directional pins from
google maps and a premade video of a
walking path. hey will move in pairs
around the large lake in the center of the
park. Each person will take a turn
recording their partner with the camera,
walking in front of the camera, and be‐
ing absent, on the other side of the lake.
he participants will be instructed to
record only an image of a stick falling
into water, printed on towels, worn on
their backs. When moving to the next
position, each performer being ilmed
will speak on the phone, to the person
they are walking towards, about a time
that they went swimming as if they were
in that moment. Once the performer
meets the next performer on the path,
the camera will be passed from one per‐
son to another. his will result in a circu‐
lar relay (A→ B, B→ C) that will attempt

to stay on course. Each will become a di‐
rector but also a passive element in the
work of every other participant. Each
participant will, in a sense, be in charge
of the camera and charged by the
camera.
Filmmaking oten allows one to linger in
a place with a sense of purpose. On a
Saturday, all four of us practiced the re‐
lay on a small scale in the parking lot be‐
side the lake. By the time we pinned
down the actions and had some clarity
about the order of our movements
through the circular choreography, it
was getting dark and a bit too cold to
ilm.
8.
Last Sunday a friend called me on the
phone. She describes sounds in a cine‐
matic kind of way. She told me about
getting sick on someone's porch and a
football game with a loud marching
band playing in the distance. She empha‐
sized the cheering fans. What could be
worse than all those sounds together?
9.
I was running to a new playlist, a
mashup of old songs, alongside others
with their own musical choices. I'd catch
glimpses of each tv show on the 20 mon‐
itors lined up beside each other. A new
house, a vampire, a swatch--it was fast
and so were all of us. he massive indus‐
trial fan above was hypnotizing as it
sliced through the air. You truly feel sta‐
sis when you're physically moving quick‐
ly, while staying in the same place.
here was a electrical storm that night
with high winds and lots of rain--I saw
this on one of the monitors lipped to the
local weather. Suddenly, the ire alarm
started to go oﬀ. No one seemed to know
what to do or how to respond. We were
already running, so it felt useless to do
that. Some slowed their treadmill and
took an earbud out to try and igure out
what was going on. I thought it was
probably just an alarm test and we'd re‐
sume momentarily. Lots of people
smiled at each other with a look saying
saved by the bell? And some just ignored
it. Finally an employee walked to the
front of the gym and shouted, "that's a
ire alarm people- you know what that
means?" We all stopped our machines
and walked outside, with a phantom mo‐
tion from the belt still under our feet.
For a minute, I hung around to see what
the action was but the rain was picking
up so I went to my car. In some strange
way, I had a gut feeling that we all didn't
actually "know what that meant" like the
employee had insisted.
8.
Last Sunday on the phone, my friend de‐
scribed her job in malls, mostly at
Macy's, installing the displays. hey ly
in people from out of town to do this job

but she's the only in town worker. Dur‐
ing the nighttime, no one can see her
shuﬄing around, rearranging the store,
but her actions inluence them. In the
daylight, they shop around, shuﬄing
folded shirts, touching the things she's
built. Little do they know she was there
before setting up their pathways and ar‐
ranging their experience so intricately.
10.
I situate thought as a gesture. It's some‐
thing successive, that moves through
spaces and temperaments. Its mobilities
manifest in doing. he motives behind
movement can't always be pinned down
so clearly. Movement is elusive, so there's
a need for referencing and measuring,
not only crucial for spatial orientation,
but for communication in general. hese
modes of notation, that categorize move‐
ment, can help to forge connections; but
they can also become prescriptive all too
quickly.
How can a thought be a gesture that
moves through spaces, carves pathways
and new terrains that re-identify it?

tured.
13.
I was tasked to closely watch the movies
before they were shipped or stored in the
DVD warehouse (or DVD graveyard) at
Strand Releasing, a ilm distribution
company. I had to watch the movies in a
particular manner, looking for glitches,
corrupt pixels, or a scene freeze. You
can't get too sucked into the plot or
you'll miss these tiny intrusions. I began
to hope that they would make an appear‐
ance. Sometimes I'd think I saw some‐
thing and quickly rewind the movie only
to realize I had imagined it. I started
c a l l i ng t h is phe nome non g l itch
haunting. he only part of spotting them
that I hated was reporting them to our
director of Digital Distribution, who
would then ix the DVD and I'd have to
watch it over again.
14.

E: Pain has an element of blank.

A backpack projector, fashioned from
wood and straps, depicts a slow motion
video of my body hurling itself onto a
bed from all sides of the frame, bouncing
up in various ways. he image is so slow
that the body appears as lashes of blue.
he backpack is put on and taken oﬀ, as
the image spills onto the surroundings.
he beaming light of the projector, and
its blue lash, is countered by the body in
real time, connected by a long cord to an
outlet, moving, while the bulky box
shits and tilts. he image, as a trace of
mechanized turbulent movement, meets
its theater of (limited) mobility.

11.

15.

I woke up hazed and drugged at the den‐
tist oﬃce and stumbled out of the chair
with my paper bib on to locate the bath‐
room. With the lights still oﬀ and the
door wide open, I looked in the mirror
to see what was let. My front four teeth
on top an bottom were what remained
besides my back chompers. When I
turned my head to the side and grinned,
there was a window from one side to the
other. While sitting in the middle seat of
the car, two friends could peek with one
eye closed through my smile. A hole is
made up of itself.

It's an incredible contraption that aﬃxed
a camera to the back and front of her
body. She then proceeded with walking
and recording all at once. My favorite is
to see these videos, both front and back,
played beside a video documenting her
wandering through the streets. Her body
bends forwards, backwards, and hilari‐
ously side steps around a large circular
fountain. VALIE EXPORT oten used
her body as a measurement device,
melding into architecture, or failing to,
too. In this particular piece her body is
measured in time. She prints her physi‐
cal self while remaining absent from the
ilm. You see her through her shakes,
fumbles, and bumps, rather than as a vis‐
ible face or body appearing on the ilm.
You can ind it on Youtube.

R: Describing these subtleties and incal‐
culables are a diﬃcult task but of great
importance to draw more words to un‐
categorizable experiences, not attempt‐
ing their nomination but rather compli‐
cating and broadening their horizons.
And importantly expressed as rhythmic,
live, and inhabited language that is more
than information.

12.
Nicole Shukin in a lecture spoke of ilm's
closely knit relationship to slaughter.
his oﬀ course is metaphorically seen
through the cuts and slices that happen
within editing but Shukin also points to
the material conditions for which the
production of images are made possible.
Speciically, she mentions ilm celluloid
that has a thin layer of gelatin, which is
made from animal remains. An initial
subtext of slaughter sets the stage for a
story to play out or something to be
seen. hese layers on the surface must be
rendered invisible through the exposure
of light that contains traces of those cap‐

16.
My sister and I used to play a game
called telephone which wasn't like the
typical "pass on the whispered phrase"
version. Ours was a little more involved.
One of us would put our foot up to the
others face and then that person would
use it as a telephone to call someone. Be‐
cause the foot-phone was attached to a
leg, that was attached to a person, at var‐
ious times it would start "acting up." It

would squirm about and interrupt the
phone call and the person playing the
telephone caller would get angry. hey'd
usually be trying to relay some impor‐
tant message, like their house was burn‐
ing down, or they were wishing their son
a happy birthday. What was also fun was
that this riled phone caller would then
ight back, tickling the foot, but this only
made the phone more hostile and out of
control.
A: ...any local agitation shakes the whole
universe. he distant eﬀects are minute,
but they are there.
C: I direct nothing. Not even my own
words but it's not sad: it's happy
humility. I, who live sideways, am to
your let as you come in. And the world
trembles with me.

edged. Like swinging in a hammock and
looking down through the rope at the
ground as you ly past it over and over
again. Being someone's necessity or
needed by something can be a powerful
directional device, orienting oneself to‐
wards and away from things, both physi‐
cally and psychologically.
20.
Even though something is real doesn't
mean it's true, and though something is
true it doesn't mean it's real. Rather than
over-valuing being live and up-to-date
and predicting the future, could an em‐
phasis be placed on a rhythmic living
that is constructed from memory but is
always becoming? I am still here beating
at the moment.
20.1

17.
Bonus Feature was a looped video in the
bathroom of the gallery space. It was
footage collected over the course of our
travels and shot on a tiny handheld cam
that Franklin got a while ago. We joked
about pairing the videos with the phrase:
"Shot on a Emerson." When ilming with
this tiny device it's almost impossible to
hold steady and you can see your hands
shake even when they're propped up or
supported. Even an iPhone is a more sta‐
ble shot. he quality of the Emerson
doesn't appear pixelated but looks sot
and circular like ilm. Some time ago I
was told that one of the main diﬀerences
between ilm and digital was circles and
squares. With the digital image one can
zoom in and is let with a swatch of color
that is combined with others to approxi‐
mate the actual image. hough this
doesn't necessarily have to be a square,
the image is comprised of these parts
built up together. Pixels are contingent
on their display, shiting and shaping site
speciically. Our videos were stretched to
it a large 30" monitor. We collected tons
of short fuzzy clips that included scenes
of two people throwing a ball to a small
dog with one of those ball-lingers, some
goats at a petting zoo, a person sitting on
a train shaking their leg. his piece was a
side note, something written in the mar‐
gins, an extra tidbit that you could watch
while you peed or washed your hands.
18.
My dad told me how annoyed he was
that they installed a screen at the gas
pump he normally goes to. As soon as he
starts pumping gas, a loud advertisement
comes on. He said that it's one of the few
moments he's out doors during the
morning time before work and that he
had enjoyed those few quiet minutes.
19.
he feeling of touching something real,
something real-time and big-time may
come from a desire for holding and be‐
ing held. his feeling should be acknowl‐

Crisis compresses and punctuates asyn‐
chronous time. History then becomes
one of dramatic events that hold atten‐
tion, but momentarily. Can we imagine
not just this history, but one that is hap‐
pening and always happening, as not be‐
ing able to be observed, or at least not so
easily?
20.2
Does running oﬀer some abstract tactic
for temporarily holding onto wind? It
isn't necessarily a holding onto as it is a
keeping up with or pushing against. In
competitive running wind becomes the
external pressure that your body mea‐
sures against itself. Like water, the wind
splits and morphs around solid objects
and seems to only gain power from these
obstructions. Wind has oten been used
as a metaphor for something that can't
be held onto or captured. I think the best
way to capture wind is through my ears.
Especially when sitting really still I can
hear it get caught in my ear tunnels,
swirl around and quickly exit. I igure
you can't really hold onto wind but you
can hold it.
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